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ABSTRACT
To build high-performance network devices with holistic security protection, a large number of algorithms have been proposed. However, multi-core implementation of the existing algorithms suffers from three limitations: performance instability, data-structure heterogeneity, and hardware dependency. In this paper, we propose three principles for effective network processing on multi-core network processors. To verify the effectiveness of these principles, algorithms for two typical network processing tasks are redesigned and implemented on the Cavium Octeon3860 network processor. Test results show that our schemes achieve superior performance in comparison with existing best-known algorithms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer Communication Networks]: General – security and protections

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
To achieve high-performance full inspection for network traffic, numerous network security related algorithms have been proposed in recent years. However, the existing algorithms have the following limitations:

- Performance Instability: The performance stability is one of the most important criteria to evaluate algorithms. However, a lot of existing algorithms can only apply to very specific policy sets, while cannot guarantee worst-case performance in other situations.
- Data-Structure Heterogeneity: The more complex network applications, the more complex algorithms, and the attendant are the more complicated data-structures.
- Hardware Dependency: Many of the existing algorithms require special hardware support. Such hardware dependency severely declines the portability of the algorithms, and increases the power-consumption of the overall system.

In this paper, we solve these problems from the general line of thought. Main contributions are:
- Three principles for network algorithm design: Performance stability, homogeneous data-structure, hardware independency.
- Redesign of two typical algorithms: One for packet classification and the other for pattern matching.
- Performance evaluation on multi-core platform: All algorithms are implemented on Cavium Octeon3860 \cite{1} (Fig. 1).

2. Principles for Network Algorithm Design
To achieve high-performance network processing device with integrated service and holistic protection, novel network algorithms must meet the following requirements:

- Deterministic Performance: Each algorithm must have explicit worst-case performance bound, so that the worst-case performance of integrated applications can be guaranteed.
- Homogeneous Data-Structure: Data-structure of different algorithms must be carefully arranged and well aligned for simple memory management and efficient memory access.
- Limited Hardware-Dependency: All algorithms should depend on neither cycle-consuming operations nor application specific co-processors.

3. Packet Classification Algorithm Design
We redesigned the AggreCuts algorithm \cite{2} for packet classification based on the three principles:

- To meet performance stability: Our design takes byte as the processing units. Because the total length of packet header is 104 bits for 5-tuple packet classification, the maximum depth of the decision-tree is 104/8 = 13, and hence processing for every packet requires less than 13 memory access.
- To meet the homogeneous data-structure: Each tree-node of the redesigned algorithm (named as \textit{AggreCuts64} due to 64-bit node size) is stored compactly in a 64-bit memory word for effective memory access. In comparison to the original AggreCuts (named as \textit{AggreCuts32} due to 32-bit node size), the bitmap size is expanded from 8 to 32 to achieve better compression rate.
- To meet the hardware requirement: Only AND, ADD, SHIFT and POP\_COUNT instructions are used in our design.
4. Pattern Matching Algorithm Design

On the one hand, although DFA-based algorithms [3] meet the basic byte operation requirement of pattern matching, the memory blowup issue limits their applicability. On the other hand, while HASH-based algorithms [4] successfully reduce the memory usage, their performance is instable when the minimum pattern length \((\text{min}\_\text{length})\) is small and/or collision rate is high. Considering all these issues, in this paper we leverage the advantages of these two types of algorithms and propose a hybrid pattern matching algorithm optimized for multi-core network processors. Basic ideas are:

- Divide the pattern set into two sub-sets according to pattern length.
- Apply a DFA-based algorithm to short patterns, so that DFA can be stored in low-latency memory for fast processing.
- Apply a HASH-based algorithm to long patterns, so that the matching can take large “jump” to avoid unnecessary check.

5. Evaluation

Performance of packet classification algorithms is shown in Fig. 2-6. Test of pattern matching algorithms is shown in Fig. 7-9.
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